With the standardization of CDMA2000-1x, EVDO, and its subsequent release/revisions (0, A, B, and C) 
INTRODUCTION
CDMA2000 1xEVDO is a third generation wireless data technology standard accepted by third Generation Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2) as a solution to provide data services in the wide area mobile and fixed networks [1]. It is based on High data rate concept introduce in [2] . Initially it is released as CDMA2000 1xEVDO Revision 0 having peak rates of 2.45Mbps in downlink and 153.6Kbps in uplink. But with the increasing demand of high speed wireless internet access resulted in rapid growth of number of EVDO users. Operators have observed strong demand for applications like VOIP, video telephony, wireless gaming .rich multimedia services along with downlink intensive applications such as web browsing and file transfer. These applications demand system that can support large number of simultaneous users and their latency requirements. In order to meet this demand, 3GPP2 approved enhancements to CDMA 2000 revision 0 (TIA-856). CDMA2000 1xEVDO Revision A (TIA-856-A) was therefore standardized in March 2004 by 3GPP2 and TIA. It meets downlink intensive applications by introducing several new concepts as H-ARQ in reverse link, higher modulation, reverse resource control, Seamless virtual soft handoff and rapid connection as depicted in [3] . With the advent of these new concepts and technologies the peak rates increases up to 3.1Mbps in downlink and 1.8Mbps in reverse link for CDMA 2000 Revision A.
As with the standardization of EVDO Rev A each telecom vendor continues to develop their equipment as well as software for supporting EVDO Rev A services and defines EVDO Revision A performance parameters separately. Performance parameters are set of entities that provide real time system performance data to measure monitor and evaluate performance in the network. With the help of these performance parameters we can engineer the system resources, optimize the system performance and improve the quality of service. Performance parameters are very important in dealing with any telecom network. With the help of these parameters a network is optimize for offering up to mark services. It enables to collect real time performance data and then this data is used to evaluate and analyze system and network performance. Most of the network service providers around the world incorporate multivendor equipment in their networks to limit the vendor monopoly. So telecom engineers of the service provider have to deal with various performance parameters defined separately by each vendor although the technology i.e. EVDO is same. This creates confusion for telecom engineers/end users of this software by referring to each vendor specifications when optimizing the network. So there is a need of identification & unification of these vendor specific performance parameters to one that are defined by 3GPP2.In this way Network Engineers have to deal with one set of performance parameters even in multivendor environment. This also helps in clarifying as well as quickly identifying different problems related to their networks and helps in quickly proposing solution for the problem.
Identification and unification of EVDO Rev A performance parameters is a practical problem faced by telecom service providers that have multivendor telecom equipment installed in their networks. Due to its practical nature this area is not explored before. Most of the research work done before related to performance parameter of EVDO is done by each vendor by defining parameters exclusively for their own equipment's. Frances Jiang Feb 2004 of Lucent Technologies analyses EVDO service measurements for call scenarios and capacity measurement [4] . In his work he identified standard Key Performance Indicators of EVDO and performance metrics related to it.
Our ultimate goal is to identify different EVDO Revision A performance parameters defined by different vendors (as in [8] & [9] ) using their software for network optimization and analysis. These different parameters are then compared and analyzed by different mathematical calculations and simulations in MATLAB ® and then finally a set of unified performance parameters are formulated. At last conclusions and future work in the area is presented.
EVDO CALL SETUP
When an access terminal (AT) originates a data call, it has to pass through BTS, PCF, AAA, and PDSN before going to Internet cloud as shown in Figure 1 . A brief function of each of the network element is given below. Authentication Authorization and Accounting (AAA) user requests for access to computer resources and, for an enterprise, provides authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) services. The AAA server typically interacts with network access and gateway servers and with databases and directories con current standard by which devices or applications communicate with an AAA server is the Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS). Types of AAA servers used in EVDO are Access Network AAA (AN-AAA), Home AAA (H
AT Originated Call Setup Steps
This section describes the call flow for a successfully authenticated AT call origination in the AN as depicted in Figure 2 .The detail of each step is given below [2] . provides data connectivity to a user. An access terminal may be connected to a computing device such as a laptop personal computer or it may be a self contained data device such as a personal digital assistant. An access terminal is equivalent to a equipment providing data connectivity between a packet switched data work (typically the Internet) and the access terminals. An access network is equivalent to a Packet Control Function (PCF) is an entity in the radio access network that manages the relay of packets between the AN and the PDSN. Authentication Authorization and Accounting (AAA) server is a server program that handles user requests for access to computer resources and, for an enterprise, provides authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) services. The AAA server typically interacts with network access and gateway servers and with databases and directories containing user information. The current standard by which devices or applications communicate with an AAA server is the In User Service (RADIUS). Types of AAA servers used in EVDO AAA), Home AAA (H-AAA) and Visited AAA (V-AAA
This section describes the call flow for a successfully authenticated AT call origination in the 2.The detail of each step is given below [2] .
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This section describes the call flow for a successfully authenticated AT call origination in the Assignment message to assign a UATI to the AT.
-Complete message to notify the AN that it has received the Assignment message. 
AT originated 1xEVDO call setup
This section describes the call flow for a AN shown in Figure 3 .The Detail of each step is given below [2 
AT originated 1xEVDO call setup -Unsuccessful Authentication
This section describes the call flow for a successfully authenticated AT call origination in the 3.The Detail of each step is given below [2] . Request message to request that a UATI be assigned to it by the Assignment message to assign a UATI to the AT.
-Complete message to notify the AN that it has received the Assignment message.
ssion exists between the AT and AN, a session is established where protocols and protocol configurations are negotiated, stored and used for communications between the AT and the AN. Refer to TIA/EIA/IS-856, Section 5, Session Layer.
it is ready to exchange data on the access stream (e.g., the flow control protocol for the default packet application bound to the AN is in the open state).
The AT and the AN initiate PPP and LCP negotiations for access authentication. Refer it is ready to exchange data on the access stream (e.g., the flow control protocol for the default packet application bound to the AN is in the open state).
The AT and the AN initiate PPP and LCP negotiations for access authentication. Refer g. The AN generates a random challenge and sends it to the AT in a CHAP Challenge packet in accordance with RFC 1994.
h. When the AN receives the CHAP response packet from the AT, it sends a RADIUS Access-Request message packet on the A12 interface to the AN AAA (which acts as a RADIUS server) in accordance with RFC-2865.
i. The AN-AAA looks up a password based on the User-1 name attribute in the A12 Access-Request and if the authentication fails (as specified in RFC-1994 and RFC-2865), the AN AAA sends an Access-Reject packet on the A12 interface. Note: For ANs that perform access authentication, the network requires that no use of a dedicated resource, such as access to a PDSN, be allowed if authentication fails.
j. The AN returns an indication of CHAP authentication failure, to the AT. Refer to RFC 1994.
k. The AN sends a Session Close message to the AT, to close the session.
l. The AT responds with a Session Close message
EVDO KEY PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
In this section EVDO Key Performance Parameters are define and their formulas are given. Based on these parameters EVDO service measurements are carried out. It allows network engineer have to optimize system performance and enhance the quality of service. These KPIs are classified into following performance areas i.e. Session management, Call setup, Handoff and data throughput/capacity related parameters [4] . Each of these areas has number of parameters to measure its performance. 
Specification of Network Equipment Used
In PTCL core network equipment is provided by Huawei and uses ZTE equipment at access layer. Here is the specification of the equipment used during this research work.
Huawei EMS Name: Huawei iManager M2000 Version: V200R008C03
ZTE AN: BSC6680-OMCV300R and CBTS3606 V400R007
Huawei PDSN: PDSN9660V900R007ENGC05SPC300 ZTE EMS: NetNeumen M32 (ZX10 BSSD) Version: 8.0 (3.08.30.02).
Huawei EVDO KPIs
Huawei uses its own terminology and formula for all EVDO KPIs defined in section 3.Each KPI has number of components that are responsible for success/failure of the parameter. 
Block Call Rate = ((AT/AN-Initiated Connection Failures (Call resources allocation failure) [Times] + AT/AN-initiated Connection Failures (No R-TCH Detected) [Times] + AT/ANInitiated Connection Failures (No Traffic Channel Complete received) [Times] + AT/ANInitiated Connection Failures (Other causes) [Times]) / AT/AN-Initiated Connection Requests [Times] * 100)

Connection Drop Ratio = (Connection Release (RF lost) + Connection Release (Other causes)) / Successful Connection Times x 100
Soft Handoff Success Rate = Intra-BS Soft HO Success Ratio [%] = (Intra-BS Soft HO requests EV-DO [Times] -(Intra-BS Soft HO Failures (Radio resources unavailable) EV-DO [Times] + Intra-BS Soft HO Failures (Other causes) [Times])/ Intra-BS Soft HO requests EV-DO [Times]) x 100
ZTE EVDO KPIs
ZTE also define EVDO KPIs defined in section 3 using its own terminology and formula. Each KPI has number of constituent components that are responsible for success/failure of parameter. The details EVDO KPIs defined by ZTE are [7] : 
COMPARISON OF HUAWEI & ZTE EVDO KPI
An AT must establish a 1xEVDO session with a AN before it is allowed to access the 1xEVDO network. During 1xEVDo session setup process a Universal Access terminal Identifier i.e. UATI is assigned and configuration is negotiated. A PPP session setup will also be attempted. The PPP session setup may or may not succeed but it will not affect the 1xEVDO session setup.
In Figure 4 different messages that flow during 1xEVDO Session Setup is given. The first message that will flow during EVDO session setup is Universal Access Terminal Identifier (UATI) Request. The AT generates 32-bit random number also known as session seed and includes it in the UATIRequest message and sent to the AN. This session seed is identified as the Random Access Terminal Identifier (RATI) in the UATIRequest message as depicted in Figure 4 as blue mark A. Now AN upon receiving UATIRequest message will process the message and if it succeed in processing the UATIRequest message then it will send HarwareIDRequest message back to AT as shown in Figure 4 with blue message description. If it could not process UATIRequest message due to some software problem as shown in Figure 4 with red mark B and its description. No HardwareIDRequest message will be sent and it results in Session Setup Failure and session will released and session close message flows as depicted in Figure 4 with red mark C and description.
Referring to normal case when AN succeed in processing the UATIRequest message and sent HardwareIDRequest message to AT but after waiting for predefine time it could not receive HarwareIDResponse message from AT. This results in timeout and session is released as shown in Figure 4 as red mark D and description. Therfore UATIAssignment message will be not sent back to AT and session is closed as shown in Figure 4 successfully flow across AT and AN then finally AT will send as shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 with differences in terminology and KPI components.
If we take Huawei and ZTE SSSR formula as giv corresponding message flow diagram in [8] and [9] we find following findings:
1. Session success =UATI complete message received If we take Huawei and ZTE SSSR formula as given in subsection 3.2 and 3.3 corresponding message flow diagram in [8] and [9] we find following findings: 6. Now if we compare this ZTE formula with Huawei we will find out that only SessionSetupBlockNum is additional in ZTE. Unlike Huawei, ZTE separated Session Setup Failure related to Access Network to SessionSetupBlockNum i.e. AT sends all initial messages for session setup but AN could not respond to these initial session setup messages e.g. AT send UATI Request to AN but AN fail to respond to AT by not sending UATI assignment message back to AT -(According to Flow Diagram) SessionSetupBlockNum reported. Similarly if it sent UATI Assignment message to AT and then AT send UATI complete message back to AN but now AN fails to add Hardware ID into table and SessionSetupBlockNum is reported. However Huawei define all failures as Session Setup Failures whether it is related to AT or AN.
The complete set of findings and differences is shown in tabular form in Table 1 . In order to get a meaningful and more comprehensive view of system QoS we define a new KPI HSN Ratio (Harmonic mean of session Setup success and session Negotiation success Ratios). The harmonic mean is often used as an aggregated performance score of two or more quality indicators [11] . We will introduce a constant γ in Huawei HSN formula which is used to minimize both ZTE and Huawei differences so that we can unify them. The value of this correction factor γ will be calculated by Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) Method. Then, differentiating ( )
NUMERICAL RESULTS
We have taken performance statistic report for both KPI's i.e. SSSR and SNR from Huawei M2000 iManager and ZTE CNO2 for 15 days. 
To prove our results we have drawn graphs for Huawei_HSN and ZTE_HSN as shown in Fig   Figure 5 International Journal of Distributed and Parallel Systems (IJDPS) Vol. This is finally differentiated with respect to γ To prove our results we have drawn graphs for Huawei_HSN and ZTE_HSN as shown in Fig.5 .
We have then drawn the difference graphs before and after correction as shown in Fig  7. In Figure 6 the Mean value of difference between Huawei_HSN and ZTE_HSN before correction= -0.09701. In Figure 7 after correction applied which minimizes the mean to 7.9e Figure   Figure 7 In Figure 8 Figure 7 difference between Huawei_HSN and ZTE_HSN is redrawn correction applied which minimizes the mean to 7.9e-6 which is nearly equal to 0. drawn the difference graphs before and after correction as shown in Figure 6 and the Mean value of difference between Huawei_HSN and ZTE_HSN before difference between Huawei_HSN and ZTE_HSN is redrawn 6 which is nearly equal to 0.
8 and 9 we have drawn absolute difference graphs of Huawei and ZTE HSN. The 8 and STD after correction is equal to 0.2529. Hence we have minimizes the difference between Huawei 
CONCLUSIONS
The problem of different EVDO KPIs defined by different vendors in multivendor environment could be unified by minimizing their differences and introducing some new KPIs. We have done this for most important EVDO KPI which is session setup success rate also known as SSSR. In future same method and techniques could be applied to unify all EVDO KPIs. This will lead to one set of EVDO KPIs defined for all different vendors and hence will be very helpful for network optimization engineers to analyze system performance and quality of service.
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